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The simulation presented here attempts to provide a testing device
to be used in evaluating repairable inventory decision rules. The com-
plexity of the repairable inventory problem prevents mathematical analy-
sis, and irial-and-error solutions are too costly and time-consuming:
hei-ci; the systems simulation approach.
The system is a general one and depicts the author's opinion of
what the average system design might be. Theoretical evaluations are
possible, and several die presented.
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Inventory management is a topic of considerable and wide-spread
interest. Broadly speaking, the inventory management problem is one of
maintaining, for a given financial investment, an adequate supply of some-
thin-; in order to meet an expected distribution or pattern of demand, in
answering the basic question of how much to order and when to order it,
inventory managers are faced with many pressures and conflicting criteria
presented by outside persons having varied interests in the inventory man-
agement operations. For instance, the accounting department will want to
make sure that the inventory is carried and procured a1 the least cost.
The production department, on the other hand, will insist that enough
material be procured so that they will never run short when meeting a
production schedule. To summarise, then, the inventory manager is told,
"Don't run cut of, but don'i be overstocked with material. ,r
If ;:hc inventory manager were certain of the demand to be expected
~nd i.'.s exact arrival pattern, and if he knew exactly when material would
be delivered from procurement, the solution to the inventory management
problem would be an analytical one and could easily be solved, allowing
performance to be judged with certainty. This is not the case, however,
as demand is random and procurement delivery limes and material delivery
schedules are subject to variations. It becomes apparent, therefore, that
the inventory management problem under uncertain conditions iz one of
minimizing cost while maintaining a desired level of effectiveness. In

order to overcome the problems of uncertainty, many people have been
working on new procedures for forecasting demand, determining inventory
levels, and computing economical order quantities by taking into account
such factors as risk, holding cost, interest rates and shortage costs. The
inventory problem has become very complex and sophisticated, and does
not readily lend itself to an analytical solution. Systems simulation has
become a very useful tool in this class of problems, wherein operating rules,
policies, procedures and other elements that control inventory are influ-
enced by uncertainty in demands, lead times, costs, and other elements
i
affecting inventory levels. * By the use of simulation we are allowed tc
study the inventory system as a function of time.
Repair Probleia
Inventory management problems can be classified into many cate-
gories, but the meet general division Ui between consumable and repair-
able item. management. A consumable item is an item the usefulness of
which is comp cr'.ely expended subsequent to its initial issue, and which
will never be capabl? c being reissued. A repairable, on the other hand,
is an item that, because of its high cost, complexity, or other considera-
tions, could be retur <.eo co a central point for repair end subsequent re-
issue. With the recent advances in technology and the new modular or
"Black Box" types of systems, the number of items worthy of repairable-
item management has increased rapidly. It has been recognized for many
yeais that large items such as airplane engines should be managed as
repairables, but now 11 is recognized that many items of lesser cost and

size can be effectively managed as repairables, with significant savings
to the overall inventory costs. The major changes in the items and their
environment are the complexity and high cost of the items. When a com-
plex item now fails, the level of competence of personnel and the sophis-
ticated test equipment required for repair preclude repair in the field. This,
coupled with the high procurement costs when the items are managed as
consumables, dictates the need to examine the overall costs and the pos-
sibility of returning the items for repair and reissue. The following is a
list ot repair parts that might be considered to fall in this: category.





-• Magnetic M emory Drum - used in the fire control system of
a Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine.
3. Gear Train Assembly - used in the inertia! navigation system
in a Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine.
4, Fuel Cell or Carburetor - used in high performance aitcrc.fr.
5» Power Recovery Turbine - used in propeller™ driven aircraft,
6. Mas s Flowmeters - used in the various refineries of an oil company,
7. Test Equipment -• used almost anywhere; requires very .jenr. reive
realignment.
The above items have several things in common, such as high cost, spe-
cial tools needed for repair, and a high level of technical understanding
required in the actual repair and rehabilitation of the part. It is assumed
that, because of the nigh cost of maintaining skilled technicians together
with the highly sophisticated test equipment, field repair is not practical,
and that centi-al repair of these parts would in fact, be economical.

As was previously mentioned, the inventory management problem
is surrounded by uncertainty. It would be useful here to mention the
2
major sources of uncertainty in consumable item -management.
1. Variability of demand.
2. Variability of procurement delivery schedules.
3. Variability of delivery schedules to Subsupply points within
the tola! supply system.
When considering the repairable item-managumeuf problem, the same
uncertainties surrounding the consumable item are present but in addition,
the following must be considered.
i. Variability of an item being returned for repair* When a new-
item is issued, the item it is to replace could have fane'"' in
such a manner as to make it obviously incapable of repair. The
possibility of loss also exists. Therefore, not all issuer. »'ii;.
generate an item that will return to await possible induction
into repair (carcass return rate).
2. Variability of an item inducted into repair but not surviving.
When an item Is in the actual repair facility, it i? possible Lhat
the cost of repair will exceed the limitation placed by the in-
ventory manager. In this case, the inventory manager will be
notified and the item discarded (carcass survival rate).
3. Variability of actual repair completion time*
4. Variability of shipment time:
a) From failure pcint to Main Supply point for subsequent
repair.

b) From Main Supply to Repair Facility.
c) From Repair Facility to Main Supply.
It can be seen from the above that the primary difference between the con-
sumable-and repairable-item management problem is that in consumable
management, all assets that are to be issued must come from procurement.
However, in the repairable problem, procurement is a combination of ob-
taining unused assets and regenerating previously-used assets. The
inventory problem for the consumable reduces 10:
1. Prediction of how much wil.1 be demanded.
2. Decision as to how much to buy.
3. Decision as to when to buy,
Foi tbr' repairable, the above are included, but further answers are needed
to the following problems:
'
. Prediction as to how much can be regenerated.
'<;. Decision as to how much to repair.
3. Decision as to when to repair.
When determining whether an item should be managed as a repair-
able, one must consider the extra costs associated with the repair program
vs. the savings in new procurement costs for a given measure of performance,
It is obvious that less material will be procured, thus producing savings.
Transportation costs for the possible induction and return of material to
and from repair, plus actual repair costs, offset the procurement savings.
Therefore a balance must be obtained and guid^ lines established so that
the repairing activity will know the limitation on repair costs. This limi-
tation is normally expressed as a percentage of the cost of a new item.

The Scope and Method of Simulation System
Many authors use different terminology in defining systems and
models. The simulation to be developed in this thesis can be classified
and described most simply in general terms by using the scheme described
by Mssrs, McMillan and Gonzalez in their book "Systems Analysis, A
3Computer Approach to Decision Models. "
Basis for Sy stem Classification:
1. Natural or Man-made . The simulation of a supply network
is considered to be man- made, even though the environment
in which it operates will contain natural systems.
2. Open or Closed . The use of the model developed here will be
to test the internal decision rules, and the results will represent
their effect: therefore, the system will be considered closed.
3. Adaptive or not . The present model will be adaptive, as it will
adjust demand forecasts based on actually experienced demand,
4. Stable or Unstable. The very nature of the uncertainty of de-
mands, times, and regeneration make the period uncertain, but
over long periods of time the system stabilizes and the values
stay within acceptable limits.
5. Steady-State, Transient or Exp loding . The developed model
will change values with time, but the results — such as
average costs per period and effectiveness — will approach
steady state as the number of periods increases without bounds.
Models are classified in part by the nature or physical form of the
model. In this sense, three basic types of models are the physical,

schematic and mathematical. A physical model is, for example, an ana-
log computer simulating a hydraulic system or an oil refinery. A schematic
model could be a pictorial representation of a system; an example would
be the flow charts that were constructed when preparing the simulation in
this thesis. A mathematical model consists of a set of equations whose
solution explains or predicts changes in the state of the system. The
mathematical model used in the simulation, will be the decision rules for
repairable parts that were recent 1 y used at "the Ships Parts Control Center,
Mechanicsburg , Pennsylvania
.
Models are further classified as to whether they are probabilistic or
deterministic. The previously mentioned inventory system is to a great
extent dependent <vn effects that ore random; hence the simulation will
definitely be classified as probabilistic.
After the decision rule? for repairable parts have been reduced to a
mathematical model, it is necessary Lc develop a method for anaJy^Lng
the effects when and if the model is employed to study policy. The inter-
actions between the many rules that constitute repairable-item management
are so complex thai without a simulation of the system, it is almost im-
possible to determine what the overall effect will be of any rule or change
in a rule. A simulation makes it possible first to study alternatives to
select the best method for a particulai situation, and then to demonstrate
that the model dees cope satisfactorily with all. conceivable contingencies,
A simulation is here defined as a dynamic representation of the actual
environment. As the calculations for a probabilistic simulation are very
time-consuming, it is mandatory that a computer be used. The use of a

computer allows one to trace the time paths of the variables and generate
statistics for later analysis.
Figure 1 is a generalized schematic of the system simulation. It
should be noted that the operator or executive control is outside the nor-
mal running loop, so the system is said to be closed.
The model will be run for enoayh trials that the values at the end
of the simulation will closely approach the statistical expectation if the
set of decision rules and procedures depicted by the simulation were ac-
tually put in use. A simple analogy might be the flipping of a coin. After
ten trials it would be very possible to have G heads and 2 tails; yet if
the coin were flipped 100 times Lhe number of heads would approach the
known expectation of 50 percent head?. Caution must be exercised,
because the mode] cr simuiato?. is not a short-run predictive device. It
is capable of showing what should happen in the long tun, or showing
that one rule bos should do better than another, but any conclusions ap;_jy
only to long- ter :? cvsrage behavior, not to short-term behavior.
It must be e.'iphasizeu that a model of this nature would iieed to
be developed tor cac r > individual system that was to be examined. Ii
is hoped that the choice of a general. repair system, to be described in




It will be necessary, when preparing the simulation model for com-
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in any number of "languages, " but the computer itself understands only
one language: machine language. Developing a thorough knowledge of
"machine language" requires a great deal of study, and constructing
programs is very tedious and slow. To bridge this knowledge gap and
to make the computer more readily available to more users, additional
languages have been developed to help individuals of varied backgrounds
use a computer more efficiently. When programming is done in any of
these special languages other than machine language, it must first be
"translated, " by means of a special intermediary program called a com-
piler, into machine language. It is therefore necessary, before selecting
a specific language to be used, to determine the compilers that are
available for the computer to be utilized. The following is a summary
of the more commonly-used languages.
FORTRAN (An abbreviation for FORmula TRANslation) is the most
universally used language for which compilers aie available. Fortran,
being nearly a universal language, is ideally suited to model building
and is a good bade language from which to learn other computer languages
when the need arises. A Fortran program consists of a numb;, of state-
ments or instructions to the computer.
GPSS (General Purpose Systems Simulator) is another program-
ming language that has been designed specifically Cor queueing systems.
CP3S has a logic structure that permits it to serve, in a sense, as a
shorthand version oi many Fortran statements grouped together for usage
within a queueing problem. A single statement within the GPSS language
could very easily represent as many as 10 individual operations that would
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be needed if the system were constructed using the Fortran language.
In summary, then, with a GPSS compiler, one could construct very
complex queue systems simulations with a very small number of state-
ments.
SIMSCRIPT - Simscript, like GPSS, is also another type of lan-
guage that could be considered a type of shorthand. Here again, many
Fortran data manipulations can be called into operation by only one or
a few Simscript statements.
Both Simscript and GPSS contain significant advantages, both
in simplicity and flexibility, when utilized in developing a complicated
simulation model. These two systems would be the normal choices in
developing a complex computer simulation model: however, compilers
for these two languages are not available at the computation center





PHYSICAL SYSTEM TO BE SIMULATED
Philosophy of System S election
Because of the added transportation costs and repair costs of all
items to be included in repairable-item management, it. follows that one
criterion for selection will be high unit cost. In addition, as repair
contracts must be lei and contract administration pursued, sufficient
volume must be anticipated to make it feasible. To summarize, then,
the general criteria for selection of an item for repairable-item management
are:
1. Item must be repairable.
2. Specialized repair,, other than in the field, must be required,
3. Unit price must at least be one hundred dollars,
4. Regenciation must be at least twenty units per year.
Other items might, of course., be accepted into the repair program, but
these will be treated a.- special cases.
When the criteria are examined it becomes apparent that stocking
this type of material at a limited number of stocking points will reduce
stock levels, material- in-transit costs, ana administrative control costs.
This policy could be modified if the operational needs of the customers
dictate the need for material in their immediate vicinity,,
Access was not readily available to an operating system: therefore,
the physical system to be simulated will be a hypothetical one. It will







The shipment links between these points are variable and are inputs to
the model; therefore, the model can be modified to meet various other system
configurations. Demand from end-use customers is generated at Main
Supply, Subsupply West and Subsupply East. In addition, Main Supply
will receive requisitions from Subsupply West and. Subsupply East. Figure
2 graphically displays the locations capable of being used in the system.
For this simulation, specific locations were selected so that realistic
transportation times and costs could be added for additional realism. Sub-
supply West is at Fear.1 Harbor, Hawaii, Subsupply East is at London,
England, Main Supply is at Norfolk, Virginia, ana the Repair Facili y is
at Long Beach, California.
Fhysica ] Chara of: e ri sties of the System
It is necessary to examine the principal locations !. ; the physical
system to gain insight into the operation of the simulation, A short dis-
cussion will describe each activity and its responsibilities to the total
system.
Subsupply East an ! Subsupply West
Genera] -- These aot.ivi.ties are considered to be field stocking activities.
They will maintain stock necessary to support requisitions from customers
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not capable of sophisticated inventory management. Repair facilities
are at a minimum / and items needing repair mast be returned to Main Sup-
ply for scheduled induction into a repair facility. Forecasting demand
occurs at the same time that the forecasts are updated at Main Supply.
The method, hov/ever, is to generate a two- period moving average, The
method of determining requirements is to compare requirements with assets
on hand plus dues from Main Supply. If the assets are equal to or less
than two months 1 expected demand, then the deficiency plus one month's
expected demand is ordered, and the requisition is forwarded to Main
Supply,
Functions Performed by the Subsupplies
1. Receives demand from customers.
2, Maintains current on-hand items available for issue.
3 4 Maintains backorder file.
4. Requisitions replacement material from Main Supply.
5. Maintains a file of material due from Main Supply.
6. When an item is issued, decides whether carcass will be
returned for repair.
7. Generates time-of-arrival of carcass at Main Supply, if it is to
be returned.
8. Generates the time of next demand at location
„
Main Supply
General - This activity is the central inventory control point for the item
being simulated. It stocks material for issue to the Subsupplies and to
end-use customers in the immediate area. In addition, li" performs the
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requirements reviews necessary to maintain levels for satisfactory perfor-
mance of the entire system.
Functions Performed by the Main Supply
1. Receives demand from local end-use customers.
2. Receives demand from Subsupplies.
3. Maintains current on-hand items available for issue.
4. Maintains current on-hand items of materia] awaiting repair.
5. Maintains backorder file (first in, first out),
6. Performs requirements review.
7. Orders material from procurement.
8. Generates estimate of the time when any material from procure-
ment will be received in the system.
9. Directs that given material be inducted into Repair Facility.
10. Generates estimate of the time when any material will be
received at Repair Facility.
11. Forecasts Main SuppJy future demand, based on past experience
12. Maintains file of material due from procurement,
13. Maintains file of materia] due frcm repair.
14. When an item is issued to local customers, decides whether
careers will be returned for repair.
15. Receives carcasses from. Subsupplies to await induction into
repair.
16. Generates time of next demand from local end-use customers,
17. After requirements review, generates time of next review.




19. Receives material from procurement and Repair Facility and re-
leases backorders on a first-in, first-out basis, as necessary.
Repair Facility
General - This activity has been selected by Main Supply to repair the
item simulated.
Functions Performed by the Repair Facility
1. Receives items to be repaired from Main Supply.
2. Generates time when items to be repaired will depart Repair
Facility.
3. At departure time from repair, determines how many carcasses
did r.ot survive repair.
4c Generates arrival time of those surviving repair at Main Supply.
System Discipline
It I - important to understand the rules under which the system is
operating, as they must, be included in the simulation. It is possible that
some rules may impose adverse effects on the system, but proving this
through simulation could be a valuable by-product of this study a
Units Demanded - It is assumed that, because of the high prices of the
items in the repairable category, demands from local customers will be
for a quantity of one item. After a demand is placed, it remains in the
system until an i.ssue is consummated.
Return of Defective Material - Material is not considered for return unless
an actual issue takes place. Many times the prime equipment wil] still
be operable, but to a lesser degree of effectiveness.

IS
Priority of Issue - All requisitions are considered to be of the same
priority, and issues are made on a "first-come, first-served" basis.
Release of Backorders - All backorders are released on a "first-in,
first-out" basis.
Consolidation for Shipment - When operations such as material receipts
cause a batch of backorder releases (and consequently the return of many
items) at one point in time, shipments will be consolidated.
Requisition Effectiveness - When a requisition is received, it is counted
as a demand. If it is completely filled on time, it is counted as an issue.
If a requisition is partially filled, then it is considered to be one demand
with an issue and another demand with no issue. At the end of the re-
porting period, the number of issues is divided by the number of demands
to net the requisition effectiveness.
Uni! Effectiveness - Each unit requested is considered a demand, and
each issue on time an issue, At the end of the period the number of issues
is divided by the demands to get the unit effectivene?F.
Times of Payment - Costs are not recorded until the material is received
from procurement, received from repair, or received at destination after
a sbipmentc
Minimum Procurements - Generally, as the uni: price of an item goes up,
the economical order quantity gets lower. Top management has decided
that since the work-load in the Purchase Section is high, the minimum-




Minimum Repair Quantity - For the same reasons stated for new pro-
curements, the minimum quantity to be sent to repair is two months'
expected repair requirements, if the material is available.
Process Generators
It has been previously mentioned that the inventory problem is
surrounded by uncertainties in demand, times needed for various events
and the regeneration of material. These uncertainties must be included
in the simulation to represent reality. A useful tool for simulating sto-
chastic processes such as these is the Monte Carlo technique. The
Monte Carlo technique needs a random variable, its probability distri-
bution f 11 net ion, and a sequence of random numbers. The random num-
bers are provided by a random- number generator.- which is a library
function (ROM (I))„ When the value of I is initialized at a 10-digjt odd
intege; . the generator will provide uniformly distributed random millibars
between and 1. The following will be a description of the process
generators, utilizing random numbers, to simulate the uncertainties
within the program.
Demand Generator - "High-demand items are satisfactorily described
by the normal distribution, medium-demand items by the negative bino-
mial distribution, and very low-demand items by the Poisson distribution.
One of the criteria for selection of a repairable item dictated that a
regeneration rate of at least twenty units per year be used. This is
considered a high-demand rate; therefore, a normal distribution is used




the system at Main Supply / Subsupply East or Subsupply West; there-
fore, three separate generators are used to allow varying demand input
at each point. The random-time-interval generator is designed to pro-
vide the time between demand arrivals; therefore, the desired demands per
month must be reduced to a mean time between demands. For example,
if it were desired to create a demand of ten units per 30-day month with
1 standard deviation equal to 3.3 demands, then we would have a mean
time between demand of 3 days and a standard deviation of 1 day.
Time Generators - Shipment paths exist between the primary physical
locations, and are subject to variations in the time required to effect
shipments. Transportation times approximate the normal distribution.
Therefore, the same type of generator is used as in the demand gener-
ator. The characteristics of each path, such as type of transportation
utilized, mean shipping time, standard deviation for shipment time, and
cost to move one unit of a certain weight and cube on each path are
inputs for the simulation.
Regeneration of Material - Return of material for possible repair after
issue and the survival of material in repair are also subject to uncertain-
ties. A Monte Carlo process is used to simulate these uncertainties.
The percentages of possible return for repair and of material surviving
repair are read in as inputs. When the program reaches a point where a
decision is necessary, a random number is drawn for each unit and com-
pared to the probability distribution read in. For example, if 90 percent
will be returned for possible repair and the random number is 80, then
the item will be returned; but had the random number been 95, the item
would have been discarded.
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Procurement and Repair Lead Time - Scheduling of work by the producers
of new items and activities holding repair contracts cause uncertainties
in the time necessary to complete these operations. The normal distri-
bution function is used to generate procurement and repair lead times in
this program, but the distribution could be replaced easily should it be
determined that such times followed another type of distribution. As
mentioned previously, a mean time and a standard deviation are necessary
to activate the generator. These values could be easily obtained through
a sampling project.
Time Control Mechanism
It was necessary to relate the operations within the system to time,
because the behavior of the system is time-dependent. The precise a ri-
val time of material could affect the effectiveness figures tha + are the
most commonly used measures of performance, The dynamic aspect of
the system is created through use of a time-dependent queueing network,
The inventory problem is often described as a Queue (waiting line) prob-
lem because of the backorders that accumulate when the system is tem-
porarily out of material. Constructed within this simulation ere many-
different methods of judging performance. These were all incorporated
because different methods are needed to compare the results of various
types of experiments,
The physical system shown in Figure 2 was analyzed, and it was
determined that there were sixteen "times when the program had to momen-
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subsequent events. Table I provides a list of these significant times
and a brief description of their meaning.
When the system simulation is activated, initial times are gen-
erated for TMSW (9), TMSW (12), and TMSW (13), and times are put in
for TMSW (14), TMSW (15), and TMSW (16). All other TMSW's have
very large values, and the symbol TIME is initialized at 0.0. The pro-
gram searches the array TMSW and finds the lowest value for action.
As an example, when the switching routine determines that TMSW (12)
has the lowest value in the TMSW array, we sec that a demand is expec-
ted from a customer at Subsupply East When entering the TMSW (12)
routine, the first action necessary is to update TIME to the value of
TMSW (12) used to switch to this routine. As the demands are for one
item it is now considei cd that a demand has been r^eived, and cither
an issue is made or a baekorder established. Jf an issue has been made,
the Monte Carlo draw technique is used to determine if the return.?:! part
is capable of repair and is to be returned for possible repair. li the iterr
is to be returned, then the time generator is used to generate a Lime in
shipment. This shipment Lime is added to <:he updated value of TIME,
and a time of arrival is thus determined for the materia] at Main Supply,
As a change has affected the asset picture, the On Hand plus due, plus
backorders must be compared with two times the average demand. If
a deficiency exists, then an order is placed to arrive at Main Supply
at TIME + 2 days for the deficiency plus an average month's demand.
The last step is to generate the time until the next demand by using the
demand generator and adding this value to TIME, The resulting value
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is stored in TMSW (12) and will await its proper time in the switching
routine.
Of the sixteen values used in the switching routine, the first
thirteen, TMSW (1) through TMSW (13), directly relate to the receiving
of demands, issue of material, shipment of materiel, and updating of
state variables. There are three additional times used, and a brief
description of each follows.
TMSW (14) Time of Next Requirements Review. (TNRR)
Periodically it is necessary to compare system assets vs. sys-
tem requirements and make a decision to buy, repair or await the next
review. The rules that allow the program to make this decision are the
"Repairable Decision Rales, ; ' and are considered to be the inventory
operating policy. The frequency of review is important, and the closer
the reviews, the better will be the decisions. However, physicaj limi-
tations sometimes prevent daily or even monthly reviews. A set. schedule
is necessary so that safety- level adjustments can be made to covei this
uncertain period. The time between reviews is s.n input value to allow
matching of the simulation to reality or evaluating the results if an ex-
isting policy is mod 1!
f
Ted,
TMSW (15) Time of Next Period Review, (TNPR)
To perform an analysis of the simulation, it is necessary to gen-
erate statistics arid collect data for review. Top management is normally
familiar with certain key statistics on a regular schedule, and it is
necessary to use these same statistics and schedules when running the
simulation for ease of explanation of the results when completed. The
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simulation to be presented utilizes a 30-day month as the reporting
period.
TMSW (16) Time of Next Demand Updating. (TNDUP)
The problem of adjusting the forecasts of future demand from ex-
perienced demand is of vital importance to the inventory manager. This
simulation will use single exponential smoothing with the value for the
smoothing weight being an input. Many approaches could be used, as
this is a very controversial area and the testing necessary to determine
the optimum method for a particular situation is a complete study in it-
self, The demand updating was established as a separate routine so




DESCRIPTION OF REPAIRABLE DECISION RULES
General
The mathematical model for the repairable decision rules was
used at the United States Navy Ships Parts Control Center, Mechanics-
burg, Pennsylvania, prior to its adoption of new rules for the Unified
Inventory Control Point in late 1966. Certain refinements that were in-
cluded in the original are not presented here, but the basics are the same
The rules are possibly not the optimum for the physical system presented,
but are well developed and could be adjusted to fii. almost any repairable-
item management problem. The financial climate in which the rules are
to be used has a great deal to do with the values assigned to the variables
that control it,
Definition of Terms
The terms used in the presentation of the repairable decision rules
will be defined here, with a description of data source and possible J imi-
tations. The definitions will also include the applicable FORTRAN sym-
bols, because the formulas will be constructed using these symbols.
On-Hand Ready-for-Issue (OHM) - The on-hand ready~for-issue value
is a state variable, and the most recently updated value is used during
the requirements review.
Due from Repair (DUFR) - The most recently updated, value for the
quantity of items due from repair. The actual assets being returned
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to Main Supply from repair could be several units less than this value,
because the possibility exists of some items being surveyed while at the
Repair Facility. DUFR is incremented when items are shipped to repair
and decremented when material is actually received at Main Supply.
Due From Contract (DUFC) - The most recently updated value for the
quantity of items due from procurement. DUFC is incremented when a
requirements review is held and an order is placed. DUFC is decremented
when the new material ordered is actually received at Main Supply.
Hard Assets (HARDA) - HARDA - OHM + DUFR + DUFC. Hard assets
are the sum of assets on hand at Main Supply, firm dues from contract,
and repair.
On-Hand, Not Peady for Issue (OHMR) - The most recently updated value
representing the items held at Main Supply awaiting possible induction
into the repair cycle. This item is incremented upon each receipt from
SubsuppHes or local customer, at Main Supply, and decremented when
the requirements review indicates induc.ion into the Repair Facility is
necessary.
Procurement Lead Time (PLT) - The time period measured from the time
of the requirements review until the material is received at Main Supply
and placed in the on-hand ready-for-issue account. The mean procure-
ment time (TMU1I) is an input value used in the procurement lead time
generator, and also used as the value for PLT. The value is expressed
in months.
Repair Lead Time (RLT) - The time period between the requirements
review and the receipt of the material at Main Supply, when it is placed
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in the on-hand ready-for-issue account. The value is computed by taking
the sum of the mean repair time (TMU10) , mean transportation time from
Main Supply to Repair Facility (TMU4) , and mean transportation time
from Repair Facility (TMU5). The value is expressed in months
Predicted Carcass Return Rate (BP) -- The rate at which issues are expec-
ted to result in carcasses being returned for possible repair.
Predicted Carcass Survival Rate (AP) - The rate at which items in Repair
Facility are expected to survive and become material on hand ready foi
issue.
Procurement Safety level (?SL) and Repair Safety Levels (RSL) - The
safety levels are added in the reorder points to cover uncertainties and
provide a means of adjusting levels of stock to attain a desired level oi r
effectiveness. Many systems are employed to provide safety levels,
but the system in this simulation provides a constant safety level La Fed
on the reed to protect at least the unprotected period between the acLual
occurrence of a requirement and the next scheduled requirements review.
As the simulation is a testing device, an input value (AJP) is used to ad-
just this value as necessary.
Backorder File Main (TOBOFM) - Backorders, or obligations as they are
often called, are requirements that are unfilled and must be considered
in. addition to the forecasted demand in the future. The tile is incremented
whenever a requirement is received and material is not available, a ad dec-
remented when backorders are released.
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Demand Forecast (DEMFOR) - The best available forecast of demand for
the next period, based on past experience.
Holding Cost Rate (HOCTR) - Rate, expressed as a percentage of unit
cost, represents the cost to hold one unit of inventory for one year.
It is composed of storage costs, interest rates and obsolescence rate.
Unit Price (UNPRN) - Cost of one unit of material new.
Order Cost (ORDCT) - The administrative costs necessary to process
one order.
Procurement Economic Order Quantity (NEOQ) - When a decision lias
been reached that a buy is to be made, the next question is "How much? : '
The classic EOQ formula is used, except instead of using two years of
expected demand (24 x DEMFOR), two years of expected attrition
24 x DEMFOR x (1 » AP x BP) is used.
The formula is as follows:
N
1 24 x DEMFOR xQ. - AP x BP)
iJL'°
'-
' \| HOCTR x UNPRN
The reader is reminded that a minimum three-month procurement
is necessary: therefore, the minimum EOQ is equal to 3 x DEMFOR x
(1 - AP x BP).
Repair Economic Older Quantity (NREOQ) - The formula for the procure-
ment EOQ is followed with two exceptions. First, the two-year demand
forecast should be modified to a two-year projection of what will enter
repair (24 x DEMFOR x Ap x BP). Second, the unit price should be changed
to the cost per unit for an item to be repaired. This is accomplished
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by multiplying UNPRN x RCP (RCP being the cost of repair expressed
as a percent of the new procurement unit price). The formula is as
follows:
REOQ =\ 24 x DEMFOR x AP x BPRCP x UNPRN x HOCTR
The reader is reminded that a minimum two-month repair induc-
tion is necessary if the material is available. Therefore, the minimum
REOQ is equal to 2 x DEMFOR x AP x BP.
Procurement Reorder Point (PRP) - This is the longest period to be pro-
tected in the requirements review. If it takes 3 2 months to receive a
shipment from date of order, and 20 demands are expected each month,
we must have at least 12 times 20 either on hand, on order, or a com-
bination of both. In addition, all backorders must be included in addi-
tion to the demand forecast. The final item is the procurement safety
level, which allows covering the uncertainties to obtain a desired level
of effectiveness. The formula is as follows:
PRP - (PLT x DEMFOR) 4 TOBOFM + PSL
Repair Reorder Point (RRP) - This is the shorter of the two periods that
must be protected in the requirements review. The formula is the same
as for the procurement reorder point, except that the repair lead time
and repair safety level are used. The formula is as follows:
RRP = (RLT x DEMFOR) + TOBOFM 4- RSL
Expected Assets During Protection Period (EXASSP) - This is the total
of all assets that can be received and converted into material on hand
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at Main Supply within a PLT. It is composed of:
1. OHM + DUFC + DUFR Hard assets.
2. AP x OHMR Regeneration from those on hand at Main
Supply awaiting repair.
3. AP x BP x DEMFOR x (PLT - RLT) Regeneration ever the
first several months that will be returned to Main Supply
and added to the OHMR, These will be inducted and will
return from the Repaii Facility prior to the end of the PLT.
Theory of the Repah able Decision Rules
How much Lo buy and how much to repair have been answered by
the EOQ formulas presented in the definitions. It is now necessary to
explain when to buy and when to repair. When the expected assers
during the protection period (EXASSPJ ••- same time period as a procure-
ment lead time — are greater than the procurement reorder point, a buy
is not necessary; howevei, the hard assets (HARDA) must be compared
with the repair reorder point (RRP) to see if it is necessary to repair,
The hard assets (HARDA) must do reduced prior to this comparison by
the amount o c dues from contract that will arrive after a repair lead time,
as these assets might not. be received soon enough to satisfy any de-
mands in the period PLT - RLT. If HARDA is less than RRP, then the
lesser quantity of on-hand available to be repaired (OHMR) or the re-
pair EOQ plus deficiency to RRP must be inducted into repair. Had the
EXASSP not been greater than PRP, then the deficiency plus a procurement
EOQ would have been bought and the full quantity OHMR would have been




SCHEMATIC OF REPAIRABLE DECISION RULES
PRP = (PLT x DEMFOR) + PSL + TOBOFM
RRP = (RLT x DEMFOR) + RSL + TOBOFM
HARDA = OHM h DUFR + DUFC - (DUFC in period between RLT
and PLT)
EXASSP = OHM + DUFR + DUFC -I- (AP x OHMR) v (AP x BP) x DI'MFOR
(PLT - RLT)
\ 24 x D£MFOR x. ( 1 - AP x BP)W N HOCTR x UNPRN
N 24 x DEMFOR x AP x BPftK w




NEOQ + (PRP - EXASSP)
y^\
















When the mathematical model for repairable-item management is
combined with the queueing network that describes the actual system,
the package is complete and a simulation tool is now available. In de-
signing and building the integrated simulation model, emphasis was
placed on making the model as general and as flexible as possible to
allow a variety cf tests to be performed. The use of subroutines was
considered; however, it was finally decided to keep all routines used
in the computer program within the main program., but to identify their
position by an assigned group of statement numbers. Table II show;:
the routines and their assigned statement numbers. The following com-
ments are pertinent io the input and output of the model.
Input - Since the model has been made general and as flexible ac possL-
ble, it war necessary to include many values as inputs, to prevent the
necessity oc changing the program itself. To keep track of these values,
and to know what was used to obtain a specific set of output, a display
of the output was created for ease of analysis. Appendix C is an example
of this display, together with a listing of the data that were read into
the computer.
Output - To attain the objective of creating an integrated simulation
model that waf capable of testing many different alternatives, it was
necessary to obtain many output values for possible use in the eventual


























951 '3 S .'
1001 1049
1050 1050
Reads, Formats, Writes, Misc..
Switching Routine
Receipt of new material shipment at
Subsupply West from Main
Receipt of new material shipment at
Subsupply East from Main
Receipt of new shipment at Main Supply
from procurement Oi repair
Exit of material from Repair Facility
Receipt of shipment at Repair Facility
from Main Supply
Receipt at Main Supply of item capable
of repair from Subsupply East
Receipt at Main Supply o'i item capable
of repair from Subsupply West
Receipt of demand at Main from local
customers
Receipt of demand at Main from Subsupply
West
Receipt of demand at Main from Subsupply
East
Receipt at Subsupply Fast of demand from
local customers




Main Supply demand update
Plot routines
Return for additional simulation
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reading into the computer the data listed in Appendix C. The emphasis
for display in Appendix D was placed on the interactions of state varia-
bles; therefore , the report period was established at a ten-day interval.
The sampling of the values every ten days provides a smoother picture of
the way the values arc in fact changing through, time. When most tests
are run the reporting period is thirty days — the normal unit of time in
which performance is judged. Changing the reporting period will have no
effect on the eventual expectation of the model, as it is just a pause to
examine performance or to present values of state variables.
The common uses of the integrated simulation model will not be
for studying the interaction of the many stale variables, but rather the
evaluation of different alternatives available to the inventory manager.
As the model is probabilistic, it can not be used effectively as a short-
run predictive device. The model does become effective, however, when
the measures of effectiveness and average costs approach closely the ex-
pectation for a given set of input values. It is necessary to examine the
values that will be used in the eventual analysis to insure that they
approach the expectation within very high confidence limits. The values
must be checked for variances of the means as the number of trials in-
creases. Running comparisons must also be made of the means obtained
on additional runs using different random-number-sequence listings.
The "F test for equality of variances" has been utilized.
Us es For The Integrated S imulation Model
In general, simulation has been used for the following purposes:
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1. As a problem-solving technique, i.e. to obtain the answer
to a specific numerical problem.
2. As an experimental method, i.e. to explore the nature of a
system being simulated.
3. As an indirect method of analysis, when the systems under
consideration cannot be analyzed using direct or formal
p
analytical methods.
Categories of tests or modes of analysis that can be performed
on the present model are:
1. Optimization Analysis - Testing to find the proper operating
values for system parameters to maximize performance while
minimizing costs,
2. Sensitivity Analysis - When an operating policy has been
selected, one can determine the effect on the costs and effec-
tiveness if deviations are made from the optimum policy.
3. Systems Design - It is possible that the present network of
supply points is not the optimum end Lhat consideration should
be given to modification. Such modifications c^n be tested
on the model.
4. Operating Policy Analysis - As an example, the present system
should have a firm policy on the mode of transportation to
be used when shipping new parts or returning parts to be
repaired. This policy should be reviewed to determine if it
is still optimum when the cost, of transportation is changed.
In addition, the limitation placed by the inventory manager
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on how much should be spent on repair needs to be examined
periodically. The model gives one this ability to analyze
effects of policy changes.
5. Demand Forecasting - Technique for demand forecasting are
varied, and testing with the simulation will help optimize
the choice of forecasting method without disrupting the
actual operation.,
Specific questions or situations posed by outside sources could
be answered by the model. For instance, management is considering a cut
in the funds available to the inventory department, but they would like
to know how this will affect the effectiveness of meeting customer demands,
Also consider the case where the inventory department is not asked, but
is told that only a limited amount of funds are available. The model can
now be used to test alternatives available to reduce spending but maxi-
mize effectiveness at the new level of funding.
Limitations
Monte Carlo simulation solutions have some disadvantages which
are not present in analytic solution methods. There is still the problem
of statistical variations and experimental design inconsistencies that are
present in direct experimentation of the real situation. It is mandatory
that a large enough sample be taken and this sample compared to others
taken with a different series of random number:- , Also the simulations
must be run long enough to reach steady-state conditions. It therefore
follows from the above that if a problem can be described by a realistic,
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analytic model that can be mathematically manipulated to obtain an op-
timum solution / it possesses an important advantage over the Monte
Carlo simulations.
It is of vital importance to understand the variables used in the
program and to collect data from the real world to correspond with the
intended use. Poorly-collected data will have a big effect on the out-
come of some experiments. The term "some" is used because as long
as the same data are used, alternative tests could still be effective,




A SAMPLE PROBLEM EVALUATION
Problem Statement
Selecting a problem to examine when the system is a hypothetical
one presents some problems. In an effort to circumvent those problems,
it will be assumed that values displayed in Appendix C represent the op-
timized values being used in the operating policy of a hypothetical firm.
In addition, realistic transportation times and costs were obtained foi
representative weights and cubes from the Military Traffic Management
and Terminal Service (MTMTS) , Washington, D. C. , based on the ter-
minals at Pearl Harboi . London, Norfolk, and Long Beach. Table 113
presents the aata received from MTMTS and used in this following prob-
lem.
In the operating manual used by the employees responsible for
selecting items to manage as repairables, the following might appear:
Repairable Item. An item which, through rework
,
test and check, modification, or replacement of
parts, can be returned from an unusable condition
to performance approximating that of a new item at
reasonable cost (80 percent or less of the new unit
price)
.
The range of items managed by this firm vary from very small high-
priced items to very large high-priced items. The definition of a repair-
able item appears sound, but one may ask whether the constraint of SO
percent or less of the new unit price is proper for all items managed as
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The basic alternatives in the management of an inventory of
items are either management of them as consumables or management of
them as repairables. Therefore it is possible to compare the average
monthly costs under consumable management vs. the average monthly costs
under repairable management. It must be noted that average monthly
costs under repairable management will be dependent upon the limits
placed upon repair costs to be incurred by the repairing activity (RCP)
.
It is necessary that the firm have an effectiveness goal. This
level of effectiveness may be attained by either method of management,
but the cost of operating under the two alternate methods of management
(repairable vs. consumable) may not. be the same. The purpose of this
study is to show under what circumstances repairable management
would be more favorable than cons tii-abie- item management.
The method of simulation for a repairable has been described,
and as the construction of the procurement reorder point is the same for
repairable or consumable management, only a minor change is necessary.
To manage an item as a consumable, regeneration of material will be
zero: therefore it is necessary to set the Monte Carlo draw so that ail
material after issue wil] be used and not returned for possible repair.
As mentioned, it will be necessary to simulate an item once as
a consumable; then again as a repairable. The method used to adjust
stock levels, so that the effectiveness under both methods of manage-
ment will be equal to each other and also to the goal, is to adjust the




When the input values have been decided upon, it is then nec-
essary to run several trial simulations of varying lengths to determine
the number of periods that must be simulated, so that the values that
are to be used in the cost comparison are within acceptable limits of
confidence. After the length of the simulation runs are known, it is
then necessary to run the simulation several times., using different ran-
dom-number series, until mean values of the desired output are within
the acceptable confidence limits t
The costs applicable to managing an item as a consumable are
as follows:
1. Average monthly procurement costs,
2. Average monthly cost to ship new items to the Subsupp'y
poin.o.
In addition, for a repairable there are the following costs:
1. Average monthly actual repair costs. (Will vary as the
value of RGP changes).
2. Average monthly costs to move repairable items, both to
Main Supply to await repair, and to and from the Repair
Facility.
Not included in the above cost comparisons is a one-time investment-
level adjustment, but its importance should be recognized. The invest-
ment-level formulas are as follows:
(a) Consumable item




(PLT x (1. - AP x BP) x DEMFOR + PSL + . 5 x EOQ) x UNPRN
Plus
(RLT x AP x BP x DEMFOR + RSL + . 5 x REOQ) x UNPRN
This is a common method of presentation, but is not the only method
available. Methods of accounting vary: however, consistency once a
procedure is adopted appears to be the rule. As this is a one-time ad-
justment, it is hard to pro-rate these costs unless the life of the Item
is known. Caution should be exercised if the it<=m being reviewed is
considered to have a short life, because this one-time adjustment could




The basic objectives of this thesis were:
1. To build a repairable-item inventory-management model
using a digital computer.
2. To show that this model could be used to investigate
the appiopriateness of certain operating policies used
in repairable-item inventory management,
The model has been run successfully and is believed to give
realistic response to changes that v/ould normally be expected in an in-
ventory of repairable items.
A series of tests was run using a goal of 77 percent effectiveness,
Effectiveness is defined as the ratio of requisitions filled to requisitions
presented to the main supply point. Preliminary tests were run to select
the number of months that would need to be simulated to compute system
effectiveness values at a 95-pereent confidence level. For the simula-
tion of a repairable item, it was determined that 1000 months would be
sufficient: however, for a consumable item, 2500 months are necessary.
The additional time required for the simulation of a consumable is believed
to be caused by the long recovery period after a problem develops that
would cause material shortages. For a repairable item, material will be
entering the system at more frequent intervals (from repair and from pro-
curement) which will dampen the fluctuations in effecti\/cness measures.
It is felt that this increased "stability" of the system is a basic phen-
omenon of a repairable-item inventory system. This would tend to !^e
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one of the fringe benefits of repairable-item management over consum-
able-item management.
When adjusting the safety levels in order that all simulation runs
(for a specific weight, cube, and unit price) attain the 77 percent, it
was found that the requisition-effectiveness values were very sensitive
to minor changes in the safety levels. Therefore, if a simulation run
could be obtained with an effectiveness figure of plus or minus .5
to the desired 77 percent, it was considered acceptable. The results of
the simulations are displayed in Table IV. This matter of the sensitivity
of effectiveness to inventory levels would probably be expected in any
inventory model. Time did not permit a true sensitivity analysis of ef-
fectiveness versus the various inventory safety levels. Anyone using
this model extensively would want to undertake such a sensitivity anal-
ysis.
It was expected that changes to the actual repair cost, expressed
as a percentage of original cost (RCP) , would produce different requisi-
tion effectiveness values: howevei , the changes were so small that they
can be ignored. RCP is used within the program only when computing the
economical repair quantity. The operating-policy constraint of repairing
at least two months' requirement negates any significant effect caused
by changes to RCP. Because of this, the analysis of costs of managing
items as consumable or repairable becomes less complex.
This circumstance of the EOQ being less than the minimum order
quantity is again undoubtably an inherent characteristic of repairable-
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costly and therefore yield low EOQ values. Any extensive investigation
of this model would include a study of the cost- effect of the external con-
straints, such as the 2-month minimum economical repair quantity and
the 3-month minimum economical procurement quantity.
It was necessary to find the value of RCP that would cause the
costs of consumable management to equal total costs of repairable-item
management. It is recalled that repairable-item management costs are
composed of Lhe following:
1. average monthly procurement costs
2 average monthly costs to ship new items to Subsupply points
3. average monthly costs to move repairable items, both to
Main Supply to await repair, and to ?.tf6. from the repair
facility
4. average monthly actual repair costs (will vary as the value
of RCP changes)
Items 1, 2, and 3 can be summed, and item A is varied until a vaiu'.-: of
RCP is obtained that will achieve equality with consumable-itern-man-
agement total costs. The results are shown on the last line of Table TV.
It can be seen that the physically smaller items that would result
in reduced transportation costs are the better candidates for repairable-
item management. More important is the knowledge that a fixed criter-
ion, e.g. 80 percent or less of new-unit price, is unrealistic as a single
operating policy. The RCP (actual cost of repair expressed as a percen-
tage of new cost) that is the dividing point between economical repair
management and consumable-item management must be developed for
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each firm as a function of the weight, cube, unit cost, and transportation
costs for each item. The type of analysis presented here would be help-
ful in developing such relationships
„
The present computer program could be used to explore the
benefits to be derived from changing the operating rules and procedures
relative to demand forecasting, safety-level determinations, and fore-
casting of regeneration rates. By such manipulation of the operating
rules, one could obtain an optimal set of repairable-item inventory
management decision rules.
The costs associated with building, maintaining and using a
simulation model that is complete enough to accurately describe the
physical characteristics and operating policies of a firm are large.
The dividends that would accrue through better management and under-
standing of the system will more than compensate for these costs. The
simulation model utilized a General Electric 625 computer. It required
approximately 20,000 core storage locations, and required 3 minutes
of processor time for each run.
Examination or solving of problems by the simulation technique
provides a great deal of understanding of the interdependence of the
many variables that might not otherwise be possible. Further, the
ability to propose modification and be able to study, in the present,
the future effect is invaluable. The simulation results are not the ulti-
mate answers, and must be evaluated with other knowledge that is ac-
quired through experience and common sense. Thus, simulation is an-
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AA
A
(Al, A2, A3, A4)
(A5, A6, A7, A8)
(A9, A10, All, A12)
(A13, A14, A15, A16)
(A17, A18, A1S, A20)
(A21, A22, A37, A38^






Actual carcass survival rate.
A counter that sums the number of
backorders that are used in compu-
ting the average time that a back-
order is outstanding.
Nomenclature of item to be simula-
ted, not to exceed 20 letters.
Location of Main Supply for simula-
tion.
Location of Subsupply West for sim-
ulation .
Location of Subsupply East for sim-
ulation..
Location of Repair Facility for simu-
lation,
Procurement safety level. The for-
inula to be used, in the safety level
computation is displayed on the in-
put sheet for future reference.
Repair safety level. The formujo
to be used in the safety level com-
putation is displayed on the input
sheet for future reference.
This is an input value that is used
intemaj.iy to adjust the safety pro-
curement level.
This is an input value that is used
internally to adjust the repair
safety level.
A function that takes the logarithm
of a number, It is used in the nor-
mal distribution time generator.
Moving average of demand at Sub-





















Average cost per period of all mater-
ial received from contract.
Predicted carcass survival rate.
Period average cost of all material
repaired by the Repair Facility.
Period average of total costs.
Period average costs for movement
of new material.
Period average repair associated
transportation costs.
Period average investment level
(expressed in dollars).
Actual carcass return rate.
There are the backorder file desig-
nators for Subs apply East and Sub-
supply West respective]-/. They indi-
cate only the number of backorders that
are outstanding at any given point in
time. There is not an aging routine
to determine how long a backorder
was in fact outstanding.
Cumulative costs of ail material
repaired by the Repair Facility.
Average time that a backorder remains
outstanding.
Cumulative investment level (expres-
sed, in units)
.
Cumulative demand at Subsupply East.
Cumulative demand at Subsupply West.
Cumulative number of issues on time
at Subsupply East.
A function that determines the cosine




















Cumulative costs of all material
received from contract.
Cumulative number of requisitions
for material received at Main Supply.
Cumulative costs for movement of
new items.
Cumulative costs of all repair
associated transportation.








Cumulative number of requisitions
issued on time at Main Supply.
Cumulative time of all individual
outstanding backorders.
Cube of the item to be simulated
expressed in cubic feet.
Cumulative unit effectiveness at
Main Supply,
Cumulative number of units issued
on time at Main
Demand per period at Subsupply East.
Records the amount of demand recor-
ded at Main Supply during a period.
It is used in the demand update rou-
tine.
Monthly demand counter used to fore-



















Monthly demand counter used to fore-
cast demand at Subsupply West.
Demand per period at Subsupply West.
Cumulative number of issues on time
at Subsupply West.
Demand forecast at Main Supply used
in the requirements review.
Material due at Subsupply East from
Main Supply,
Material due at Subsupply West from
Main Supply.
The number of units due at Main
Supply from contract.
The number of units due from repair
at Main Supply.
Number of issues on time at Subsupply
East per period.
Procurer. ient economic order quantity.
Jt is the larger of NEOQ or MINEOQ.
Expected assets to be available during
a production lead time. Is the sum of
Cn Hand, due from repair, due from
contract and expected regeneration.
A symbol used by the plotting routine
to plot the extreme right and left
boundaries of the graph.
A function that converts real numbers
into integer numbers
.
Hard assets. These assets consist
of items that are due from repair, due
from contract plus those that are on
hand at Main ready for issue.
Cost to Hold. Input value expressed
as a percent.
Cost to Hold. The value is used in


















order quantity determination. Ob-
tained by dividing HOCTPR by 100.
The initializing value for the random
number generator. It must be a ten
digit odd number.
An input value that controls the num-
ber of simulations that are to be accom-
plished on a given computer run.
External input that will number the
output computer runs,
A counter that is used to delay the
recording of any statistics until the
simulation has run for 25 periods.
This delay is necessary as initial
values are only provided for the on
hand values and time is necessary
for all paths of the simulation to
have representative values.
An array that controls the number of
columns that can be plotted in a
graph.
The minimum procurement economic
order quantity.
The minimum economic repair induc-
tion quantity.
A remaindering function for integer
numbers that gives the remainder
when X is divided by Y.
The economic order quantity compu-
tation for procurements.
These symbols are used in the sequen-
cial operation of the program to con-
vert either from a fixed point to a
floating point or visa-versa as nec-
essary to prevent mixed mode oper-
ation.
A device which enables the plotting
symbols of the graph to be plotted,




NLINE The designation of the midpoint of














It is a counter that counts the num-
ber of periods that are being simulated.
The economic repair induction quan-
tity computation.
These symbols are index values used
in determining the proper sequence of
the plotting routines'.
Input value representing index of
position in TEMPB array that des-
ignates scale values to be used on
LEFT scale of Main Supply plot.
Input value representing index of
position in TEMPB an ay that, designates
scale values to be used on RIGHT scale
of Main Supply plot.
Input value representing index of
position in TEMPB array that des-
ignates scale values to be used on
LEFT scale of Subsupply West plot,
Input value representing index of po-
sition in TEMPB array chat designates
scale valu.es to be used on RIGHT
scale of Subsupply West plot.
Input value representing index of
position in TEMPB ?.rray that desig-
nates scale values to be used on
LEFT scale of Subsupply East plot.
Input value representing index of
position in TEMPB array that des-
ignates scale values to be used on
RIGHT scale of Subsupply East plot.
Input value representing index of
position in TSCAB array that designates
scale values to be used on LEFT











Input value representing index of
position in TSCAB array that des-
ignates scale values to be used on
RIGHT scale of Reorder point plot.
Input value representing index of
position in TSCAB array that des-
ignates scale values to be used on
LEFT scale of Cost data plot.
Input value representing index of
position in TSCAB array that des-
ignates scale values to be used on
RIGHT scale of Cost data plot.
On hand stocks at Subsupply East
available for issue. The value is
initialized with Subsupply East
starting with an on hand balance
equivalent to Z months of expected
demand.
Material On Hand at Main Supply
available to meet demands from
local Main Supply customers plus
demands from Subsupply East dnd. Sub-
supply West to replenish their stocks.
The initial value is the expected
demand per month at East, 'Vest and
Main timer, the production leadtime.
The number of units on hand Main
that have been returned from Sub-
supply East, Subsupply West and
local Main. It is intended that
these should be held until a require-
ments review dictates induction into
the Repair Facility.
On hand stocks at Subsupply West
available for issue. The value is
initialized with Subsupply West
starting with an on Land balance
equivalent to 2 months of expected
demand.



















Period investment level (expressed
in units)
.
An input value that specifies the num-
ber of periods to be simulated on a
particular computer run.
Production Lead Time. Measured
from the time it is determined that
an order is necessary until the time
that the material will arrive at Main
Supply available for issue. It is
expressed in months and assumes the
value of TMUH.
Costs of all material received from
contract during period.
Predicted carcass return rate.
Cost of all material repaired by Repair
Facility.
Period requisition effectiveness at
Subsupply East.
Period requisition effectivenss at
Main Supply.
Period requisition effectiveness at
Subsupply West.
Number of requisitions received at
Main Supply per period.
Number requisitioi: :d en til:' -3
from Main Supply durinq a period.
Procurement reorder point.
Procurement Safety Level is used in
the reorder point computations during
the requirements review.
Total new material and repair aosts
for a period.
Costs for the movement of new mat-
erial during period from Main Supply-
















Transportation related costs for












Total number of units demanded at
Main per period,
Period unit effectiveness at Main
Supply.
Number of units issued on time at
Main per period.
These symbols are used in the se-
quential operation of the program and
are temporary holding locations.
A function thai; generates random
numbers that are uniformly distribu-
ted between and 1. To activate
the random number generator, a 10
digit odd integer for I must be
initialized at the beginning of the
program.
Cost to repair a unit in the Repair
Facility. This value is expressed






Number of units received from con-
tract during a period.
Number of units received from the
Repair Facility during a period.
Repair Lead Time.
Total number of items returned to
Main Supply per period that have been



















Repair Safety Level is used within
the reorder point computations during
the requirements review.
An array which contains the minimum
values of the vertical scales of the
graphs. This array will receive its
values from TEMPB ( ) or TSCAB ( )
depending on which graph is being
plotted.
An array which contains the maximum
values of the vertical scales of
the graphs. This array will re-
ceive its values from TEMPT ( ) or
TSCAT ( ) depending on which graph
is being plotted.
Smoothing weignt used in the expo-
nential smoothing routine within the
demand update routine.
The value of the range of the incre-
mental vertical scale values.
Number of surveys at Subsupply West,
at Subsupply East and Main Supply
respectively because it was deemed
that the carcasses were not capable
of being repaired.
The number of items that are surveyed
at the completion of a movement of
a lot of repairables through the Re-
pair Facility. It is the result of apply-
ing the carcass survival rate to those
items completing the repair cycle.
An array that contains the symbols
to be plotted on the graph.
An input array which contains the
maximum values for the vertical
scales for the cost and reorder point
plot routine.-.
An input array which contains the
minimum values for the vertical scales






















Period total time of all individual
outstanding backorders.
The moving value of time within the
program. It is updated each time
an event occurs.
Lowest value in TNNMW array.
10 position array for transportation
times.
10 position array for transported
quantities.
Index representing TMSW (l) posi-
tion in TNNMW array.
7'he above refers to the time sequen-
cing of shipments of new material
from Main Supply to Subsupply West.
Lowest value in TNNME array.
13 position array for transportation
times.
10 position array for transported
quantities.
Jndex representing TMSW (2) position
in TNNME array.
The above refers to the time sequen-
cing of shipments of new material
from Main Supply to Subsupply T.as' „
Lowest, value in TNNCM array.
10 oosition array tor arriva] timer:;
from procurement.
10 position array for quantities pro-
cured.
Index representing TMSW (3) position
in TNNCM array.
The above refers to the time sequen-
cing of shipments of new material from
procurement to Main Supply.
Lowest value in TNNFM array.
10 position array for arrival times
from Repair.
10 position array for quantities re-
paired.
Index representing TMSW (4) position
in TNNFM array.
"
The above refers to the time sequen-
cing of shipments of new material



















Lowest value in TNRFF array.
10 position array for departure
times from Repair.
10 position array for departure quan-
tities.
Index representing TMSW (5) position
in TNRFF array.
The above refers to the time sequen-
cing of shipment of repaired material
completing repair and now ready for
shipment to Main Supply.
Lowest value in TNRMF array.
10 position array for transportation
times.
10 position array for transported
quantities.
Index representing TMSW (6) position
in TNRMF array.
The above refers to the time sequen-
cing of shipments of material to be
repaired being shipped from Main
Supply to the Repair Facility.
Lowest value in TNREM array.
10 position array for transportation
times.
10 position array for transported
quantities
.
Index representing TMSW (7) position
in TNREM array.
The abo\e refers to the time sequen-
cing of shipments of failed material
being returned from Subsupply East
to Main Supply to await repair.
Lowest value in TNRWM array.
10 position array for transportation
times.
10 position array for transported
quantities.
Index representing TMSW (8) position
in TNRWM array.
The abo ;/e refers to the time sequen-
cing of shipments of failed material
being returned from Subsupply West



















TMSW (9) is the value of TNDLM used
in switching routine. TNDLM is the
time for next demand to be received
at Main Supply from local customers.
TMSW (10) is the value of TNOWN
used in switching routine. TNOWN
is the time the next order for material
is demanded at Main Supply from Sub-
supply West. QTOWN is the corres-
ponding quantity. Only one position
is used as the order will be received
at Main Supply before another order
will be generated.
TMSW (11) is the value of TNOEM
used in switching routine. TNOEM
is the time the next order for mater ia.l
is demanded at Main Supply from
Subsupply East. QTOEM is the cor-
responding quantity. Only one posi-
tion is used as the order will be
received at Main Supply before an-
other order will be generated.
TMSW (12) is the value of TNDEE
used in switching routine. TNDEE
is the time for next demand to be
received at East from customers a 4:
East.
TMSW ( I 3) is the value of TNDWW
used in switching routine. TNDWW
is the time for next demand to be
received at West from customers at
West.
TMSW (3 4) is the value of TNRR used
in switching routine. TNRR is the time
of the next requirements review. The
interval is an input value.
TMSW (15) is the value of TNPR used
in switching routine, TNPR is the time
of next period review. All statistics
are collected by period and the value































TMSW (16) is the value of TNDUP
used in switching routine. TNDUP is
the time of next demand forecasting
update. The frequency of updating
is an input value.
Mean (Days).
1 Standard Deviation (Days).
Cost to Ship One Unit (Dollars)
.
Mode of Transportation.
The above refers to the shipment of




1 Standard Deviation (Days)
.
Cost to Ship One Unit (Dollars)
Mode cf Transportation,,
The above refers to the shipment
of repaired items from the Repair
Facility 10 Main Supply.
Mean (Days)
1 Standard Deviation (Days).
Cost to Ship One Unit (Dollars)
Mode of Transportation
The above refers to the shipment
of failed items from Subsupply West
to Main Supply.
Mean (Days).
j. Standard Deviation (Days).
Cost to Ship One Unit (Dollars).
Mode of Transportation.
The above refers to the shipment




1 Standard Deviation (Days).
Cost to Ship One Unit (Dollars).
Mode of Transportation.
The. above refers to the shipment of
new items from Main Supply to Sub-
supply East,
Mean (Days).
1 Standard Deviation (Days)
Cost to Ship One Unit (Dollars).
Mode of Transportation,
The above refers to the shipment of








Mean Repair Time (Days).
1 Standard Deviation (Days)
.
The above refers to the time a failed
item will remain in the Repair Facility,
Mean (Months)-.
1 Standard Deviation (Months)
.




Mean time between demands (Days).
1 Standard Deviation between demands
(Days)
.
The above refers to the external de-












Mean time between demands (Days).
] Standard Deviation between demands
(Days)
The above refers to the external de-
mand being introduced at Subsupply
West.
Mean time between demands (Days).
1 Standard Deviation between demands
(Days) 8
The above refers to the external de-
mand being introduced at Main Supply,
The arrays store the quantities back-
ordered and the time of backorder
establishment for up to 80 different
requisitions from Subsupply West.
The arrays store the quantities back-
ordered and the time of backorder
establishment for up to 80 different
requisitions from Subsupply East.
The arrays store the quantities back-
ordered and the time of backorder
establishment for up to 80 different
requisitions from Main Supply and
local customers.
TGEOFM The total number of backorders that
are presently recorded at Main Sup-
ply. This number is used in the re-










Y (100, 2 6)
YLOW
YUF
An input array which contains the
minimum values for the vertical
scales for the Main Supply, Sub-
supply East, Subsupply West plot
routines.
An input array which contains the
maximum values for the vertical
scales for the Main Supply, Sub-
supply East, Subsupply West plot
routines.
The unit price of a new item.
Weight of the item to be simulated
expressed in pounds.
Number of issues on time at Sub-
supply Wast per period.
An array that contains the period
values that are to be used in the
plotting routines for Main Supply,
Subsupply East and Subsupply West.
An array that contains the period
values that ore to be used in the re-
order point plot and the cost data
plot.
The lower limit of the range of the
incremental vertical scale values
which determines, in conjunction
with the upper limit, where a symbol
will be plotted on Lhe graph.
The upper limit of the range of the
incremental vertical scale values
which determines, in conjunction
with the lower limit, where a sym-
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DO 3 JR » l.fiO
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CONTINUE
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CM( I ) .GT'.SP) QO TO 254
? s KOUNT * 1
255
E f SUROF *> \ , fi
INUE
57 NO l.l'O
TR6M(N0)«Err, fJ'iO) 00 TO 256
INUE
M(NQ$ KOUNT
<(»2.0»ALOG{ RCM ('!)>)•«- .5»C0S('6,2fl3*RCM(I>/ J'SD9*TMU9
M(VQJ r, TIME T
» 1
TNREMj J )
59 NP • 1,10










62 NP » 1,10

















































































FROM CONTRACT TO MAIN SUPPLY
FROM PEPAIR FACILITY TO main SUPPLV
TOMTINUE
!Ft.TMSW(3),L.T,TMSW(4n GO TO 3"?
TIME 3 TMSW{4)
Ohm * Ohm (3TNF«(jy4)
PER s PER * 0TNF M ?.IX4)
nu^R s DlTR - 0TNFM{JX4)





REC PEC OT"<C M iJx:5)
OHM a OHM OT'MC w ( JX^>
PUFC •- DUFC - OTNCM5JX3)
PNUC * PMUC * l(UNPRN • OTNCM(JX3) ORDCT )
QTNC*fJX3J s 0.1







3 30- N P * 1,3
no 304 NO e 1 1 8
1F(( V '.-- TNBOtNP|MQ5 ) . L T , , )
XV e TNt'O(NP.NO)
JA t NP -
JB -: NO
GO TO 3 4
rOMTINUE
tF<80QF( JA, jf- ) .L p . rt , "> GO tq 31^
IFJOWM.LE .0.0) GO TO 3)5
lFfJA.E0.3) 00 TO 324
IFtOWM.GE .FiOOF < JA, JB > ; Gil T:'i 305
ROOFtJA.JB) « BOOFtJA.Joi - OhM
IF(BO(;F{ Jk, JB) ,LE.0iO)TNRO • JA, JB)
TiSS i 0»M
TOBOFM - TOBOFM - OHM
OHM s 0.0
GO TO ">Cf
TOPCTM e TOBOFM . -''OOF f J* t JR)














































456 31? " CON
457 TfiS
4'^fl JX1











F( JA, JB) « . n
TINUE
JA.F0.2) f,Q TO 312
308 NP « 1,10





MWjNP) r T|M£ » T
TO 303
NT * n
311 NO e i.NELT
RCMJ I
)
.GT.BB) GO TO 310
NT t KOU>JT * 1
TO 311
DM i SURDM t,fl
TO 3J"
TINUE
ML « RNFWL 1,0
U^'T « KOU*'T
R s Ohmp * SKOUNT
TO 303
513 NP « 5 , 10
O'r.'Mt (NP) ,EO.n ,n ) GO TO 3i4
TINUE




C* A L OG (RCM< I j > )»• ,5«C0Sf 6,. 2 -"•3
«
scm » I ; > » »- «;
n
a TMtts




317 NP * i,10






319 NP s 1,10









REPAIR PARTS MANAGEMENT SIMULATION
469 no 3M NP « i,io -
470 If
(
<XY-TNNM£(NP) ) .GE.0,0 > GO TC 320
471 00 TO 321
472 320 XY TNNMEfNP)
473 JX? « NP
474 321 CONTINUE
475 TMSWI2> • TNNKEjJX?) - -
476 JX3 » 1
477 XV « TNNCM<i>
478 DO 3?3 NF * 1.10
479 - IF
<
<XV-TNNCK<NP) ),GE.0.0l GO TO 32?
40f> GO TO 323
4«1 32? XV T»JNCM»NP)
4C2 JXS * HP
4S3 323 CONTINUE
4M TMSw<3> TNMCMrjX3)
4BE. GO TO 151
4T6 324 If (O^M.GE.HOOT < JA, JB11 GO TO 3?7
487 _ .
.
P00f< N)A, J9> o R00F<JA,JB> - OHM
4*8 !F{BOQF{ JA, J3) ,LP,0,0)TNRO jJA.JB) 999999.0
469 TJSS OHM
490 TOPOfM b TOBOFM - GHM
491 OHM a 0.0
492 NE17 » TI SS
493 . KO'JNT i .
494 DO 3?6 NO o l.NELT
495 IFIRCM1 1 ) .GT'.eR) GO TO 3? r;
4 96 KGUNT KOUNT * \
497 GO TO 326
493 325 SUPDM i SUPDM 1 ,0
499 . . GO TO 3?P. - -——
500 326 CONTINUE
501 i! N G rl L « R N f- M i 1,0
502 SKOUNT e KOU"T
503 fjHVfl e CliNR * PKOUNY
5f.4 32fl GO TO 315
505 327 - topofm T^enfM - Poor«jA,joi —
50f> OHM OHM . now 1 JA, J»\
507 - TNBOfJA.JB) • 99999C,-?
506 •NELT « BOQF(JAsJR)
309 P0OF»JA,JB> » 0,0
510 GO TO 309
511 c -
512 c




517 . -TIME • TMSW<5> - - _
5ie TNPFFIJX5) a 999999,9
515 NTEMP . OTBFF(Jx^)
5?0 0T?»FF(JX5) • 0.0
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,GT,AA) GO TO 402
KOUNT * 1
403
» SURR » lit
» DUFR - l.n
NUE
UNT.EO.O) GO TO 410
5 NP b 1 .10
NFM(WP) ', EO.n • ) GO TO 4M
(NP) e KOUNT
PRC * UNPRN » RCP • OTNTMNPi
(*2,0«ALOG(RCM(!)>>«>*'.'5«'Ces<6.?*3*KeM<I>) » «>SD5* TMU5
(MP J a TIME T
TNNFHiJ )
7 NP s 1,10








9 NP « 1,10 —
V-TNRFF <N°)
)































4 OS XY »
I V A m
«07



































































































TO 454 NP s 1 , m
IF(OTRFF(NP) .EO, ,0) GO TO 4^5
CONTINUE
nTRFF(NP) a ott
T ( ("?,0»AL OSfPCMi i ) > ) »».5.*CnS<6,?«3*RCN< I) ) )«SDl 0*TMU10
TNRFF(Np) e TIME T
JX5 • 1
XY e TNR.TIj.)
DO 457 NP « 1,10





TMSW(55 » TNPFFj JX"5;
CO TO 151





GHmR s CUM" * 0TPEM(JX7;
RMEWL RNfwL * 0TR£M(JX7J
PlRC • FTF«C UTCR9 - 0TREM(JX7?
Q7RtM(JX7) 1 0.0
JNREM( JX7J a 99 r'>J99 , J
JX7 . i
VY s YNRC-M(l)
DO 5r>3 NP = 1 1 10













OHMS b CHMR ., OTRWM<JX*j
SNFWl » RNEwL*OTRWM( JXRS
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DO 553 MP = «. ,10














































































m i , n
m * i,n
1 , n ) GO TO 604
s l.flO





U I nTi^ * l ,0
• 1,0
)
B) G^ TO 605
R > 1 . o
Ewl 1,0
RDM 1,0
• A L G ( R C M ( I ) ) ) « • . 5 n. S i 6 . 2 '' 3 * ."? T I- ( I ) ) ) » S D 1 4 * T m \j 1 4
ME * T
TNPL M




REPAIR PARTS MANAGFMFNT SIMULATION
677 TIME » TNOWH
678 TNOWM « 999999,9
679 TMSW(IO) s 999999,9
630 CURDEM B CURHEH 4 QTOwM
6f»l . PRDM > PRDM * l.ft
682 PUDM s PUDM * OTOWM
683 tFfOHM.GT.n M GO TO 652 — —
684 BOT « OTOWM
665 GO TO 653
6B6 652 IF<0HM,GE. OTOWM) GO TO 656
687 PRDM s PRDM * 1,0
688 PRISSM s PRJSSM * i ,0
689
6"0
-PUI01M PUIOTM « OHM
ROT e GTOUH » OHM
6«1 5HIPW OHM
692 t w m , , n
693 653 CONTINUE
694 OHM s 0,0
695 - TOROFM 3 TOBPf'H * BQT
696 DO 654 NO B 1,80
697 — IFfBOQF(l,NQ) .LT.1.0) 00 TO 655
698 65« CONTINUE
699 655 POOF(l.NO) s DOT
700 POT s 0,0
701 — TNBCfliNO) e TIMF
70? GO TO 657
703 656 OHM OHM - OTOwM
70-1 PRISSM = PRJSS" 1.0
7P5 SHIP'-J CTOWM
70.6 PUIOTM s PUIOTM OTOWM
707 — - OTOWM • o , —
708 657 CONTINUE
709 DO 658 NP s l.iO
710 U (OTiNiM W(N P) ;lt. 1 . ) GO TO 6*>9
711 6*8 CONTINUE
712 6t>9 OTNMW(MP) e SHIPW
71C, 9HIPW . 0,0
7l« T « (<-2.0»ALOG<RCM( I ) > )««.5»C0S<'.,
715 TNNMW(NP) c TIME T
716 JX1 = 1
717 XY r TNNMW(H
718 DO 661 NO =1.10
719 IF< (XY-TNN'MW(NO) > iGE.O.O) CO TO 60O
7?0 GO TO 661
721 66* XY s TNNMW<NQ)
7?? JX1 = NO
723 6o1 CONTINUE
724 TMSWtl 1 » TNNMW( JX1 )
725 GO TO 151
726 C
727 c .-___.„.__..




M|N SJPf P I V 1
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75? -704 COM* I
754 705 P0OF<
755 - POT b
756 TNBO(














77(1 T . (














M -. CURTEM • 0T06H--.
« PRDM t 1,0
i PUDM « OTOEH
M.GT.0,0) GO TO 702
OTOEM
703
M.GE.OTOEM) GO 70 706
M a PUJOTM « OHM
w PPDM * 1,0
M PRlSSM * 1,0




M « TOBOFM t ROT
A NO « 1,B0




2, NO) • TIME
707 . . .. .
NUE
M n PRJS3M « 1,0 —







N M E«NE)',LT,1 ,0) 00 TO 709
(NP) » SHIP!?
• 0,0 ._______.





1 NO » 1.10





































































CU&DE » CURDF * 1 .0
CU"DM£ t CURDMF * 1,0
!F(OHE,GE,liO> GO TO 752
R0F6 n BOTF * 1,0
752 OHF OHF - 1,0
PISS « EISS * 1,0
XY x RCM( ! )
!F(XV,GT.BP) GO TO 7">5
DO 753 NP = 1,10
IF<QTREM<NP)',EO,0,0) 00 TO 754-
753 CONTINUE
754 OTPEf'MNP) a l.o
T * (<-2.0 e ALOG<RCM(I)S ..,5«C0Sf6,293»RCM<I>n«>SD9*TMU9
1N"fc. M (NP) i t;me * T
IF<TMRPM<.NP)',LT,TKSW(7) J Go TO 756
r,0 TO 759 •—
755 SUPD'- « SU»Dfc~ 1 .
GO TO 759
JX7 e 1
x y b t nr E M ( 1
J
DO 758 MP 1 1,10
IF< (XY-TNRkM<NP) > .GE.OiOJ "0 TO 757 _'—— -






T * ( (»2,0»AL0O(RCM( I ) n»«.5*C0S(6,2fl3«RCMUl ) )«S0l? + TH(Jl2
' TNDEE 1 TIMg * t
TMSWJ12) e TNDEE
ROUTE ?,0 *AMODE * 30FE
!F((OHE . PIJFEJ.GT.ROMTE) CO TO 7*0
— NQTOEM b ROMTE -;0M£ * DJJEE )- « AMODE
OTOEH NQTOF^
-TNOF.M . TIME * 1,0
DUEf » OUF-E OTGFM
































































M E e TM5W( 1 3 )
puw r cu^ou' 1 1 n
LlRPMw s CUPD^W * 1,0
eOWW.GE.l.n) Gr TO 86?
fn • BOf w * 1,6
TO CfJ
v • r i- > . 1 , f>
ss e kiss * i,n
t R C « < I 1
(xv«r. r.B R ) go to 8n5




•" ( V P ) r 1,0
* U-?.Q*ALO r-(PC"( I )))••. 5*C0S(6.?83»RCM(!i))*^D'. + Tyii6
PWM(K.pj - T I -& T
fTNRwM(NP) ,LT,TMSW(6) ) G° tQ 806
TO HflO
RDW r SURD'*' 1 . r
TO Po Q
« * 1
r T N< R U M * 1 )
008 r'F a 1,10
( (xy.tmrwmcnp) ) ,ne, o.o ) nn to « ?
TO pn.p
t. T M R W M < MP )
P s *- : P
MT INUE
SW(o» * TMPW M (JX«)
NT iNlifc
* <:™?.e*'-i-0r;(PC M (tn>«».5»crs(6.?fl3*p; CM;*n«^i"'3iT M ui
n W W s t i n e * t
S W < 1 3 ) r T * D W W
KT« x ? , n • A M D W R f U
<{OHU' * nuEWJ.RT.ROMTW) TO Pl«
T '•> M * R *i Tu - ( H W D I ' E ••> 1 * A M ,'
OWM « M Q T U M
n u" 3 TJ"'E * 1.0
c
w = RUEw QTO'.J*
S *l ( 1 ) : T V W M
*'! I N'mE
TO 151
>• TIME NFXT PEOuIRPmF-i^ts REVIEW
NT INUE
' E * T m S W ( 1 4 J


























































































PEPAJR PARTS MAN»GFMFNT SIMULATION
a PLT • PE M FOP «PSt TOPOFM
D » { <?4 , »ORDr:T»DFMFOR« (1 .-( AP»PP) ) )/(UNP9N«H0CTRn •• .5 *
D* « DU^P DllFC OHM
FOO a DEBTOR* ( 1 . 0-(AP»PP)) «3.
SPP a HARDA* ( AP«OHMP)*( A P.PP ) •D^MFO"* ( PL T-Rl T
)





P.F0O a < (?4',«-0RDCT«DEMFnRatP«P> ; i /
[npfo a DF kirop»AP«G', »?.n
REOQ,LT,MI'JPFO>GO TO 8 An






XASPP,GT',PRP> f-0 TO A6?
54 MP a 1,10


































lF$Np) a CH M P
? 0.0
)THKF(MP)",EO,n,0) Go 70 871
f<-?.0»AL0 r'(BC:-"<!)>) a *.5»COS<6,?«3^ c>C k: <i>)>««;D4*TMij4
if ( K'F* > « T IMF. T
) DUFP OTPKF(MP)
r 1
i TNRMF< 1 )JRM {
57 NF a 1,10
XY-TNRMF f NP) t ,GE
n P57
i N F M J" ; ,M ? »
• NP
INUE
• 6 j a T N P MF ( JX 8
)
TNUE
53 >'P » 1,10
TNCMJNP)', EC,O»0) GO TQ
fNUE







M»2. 0» A!_Gw (P |>Ml)n i '.5'Cfi^(c..'>a:5.-»PCM{i,»)* ,l?Dll*TMUii
;M(NP) a TIME (T«30.)
; a pijFC Q7*C*<NP)
« r
T^NC^(l)
61 NP a 1,10
XY'TNNCM(^P) j ,6E,0,0i r'0 TO ".60
661
T N N C M ( N P )
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NP) ,E<3,n ,<H GO TO 872
GT.TNNCM(NP)) on TO 872
GTYTEP * OTNCM(NP)
APOA - CTYTEP
LL-.RRP) GO TO 863
Eno (PRP- HARnA?
EMP
T.TFrlP) GO TO 864
Fmp
HR - TE L, P
HM9
e 1. , 1




NP)', EO.n.O} GO TO 8*. 9
0»ALOG(RCM(!)))»*,5«COS(6,
= TIME T
F R * T R M F ( N p j
F(3 )
a 1,10
RHF(KP) ),Gg,O.Oi GO TO 86"





EVENT *« TIME NEXT PERIOD REVIEW
CONTINUE
TJME * T M S W ( 1 5
)
KT KT :. 1
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IMKT.LE.? 1)) go TO 930
NPFR = NPER 1
A8C « «JPFR
PREFFM r PRJSS* / PKPM
fRISSM CPJSSM * PRISSM
CPRDM i CPRD W * PPPM
CREFFm 3 CPISS^ / CPRD M
PUFFFM a PtJIHTM / PUHM
CUIOTM = CUIOTM PuIOTM
CPMDM a CPUD M * PU^M
CUFFFM s CUIOTM / CPUDM
PRFFFW s W I S S / CU«0W
rwiss * cwiss V'JSS
CCl'RDW s CCUPD'J * C'.lRDw
C'-< C FFH e C"ISS / CCijRDW
PRT-FFc = EISS ,' fURDF
CfeISS x CEIS^ Fiss
CCMROE eCCURDE - . ciinnE
CREFFE s CF I ss ,t cnijPDE
CAPC* CARC PRC
ARC « CARC / AHC
rPNuc » cpf>.' uc PNUC
ANUC ' CPNUC / ABC
tptnC = r.pruc * PTNC
AT*.'C » CPTMC /A»C
CPTRC a CPTRC DTRC
ATkC a CpTRf: / ART
I F •; A A . E Q . . ) r' (3 TO 907
r-o TO 90f
907 PAWS=PIT*DEMFQR. PSL* ,5*E






a'SaPLT«(i,.A^««P)*OEMroP*PSL«, c. 6 "0''j 1 » A P •• P P •• V F H F R * P S L - . 5 » R F
16
CON f ! N li F
CAWS r. PAWS * CAWS
AW5 B ( CAWS / A'fC
•PTC = FRf PNUC
ATC e ARC * ANUC
A a .0
9 6 MP a 1 i
3
DO 906 NO a 1 , ftp
IF(80QF(MP,M0) .G c <
00 Til 9 0*
A s A 1.0
TUFM e TBFM hi) OF <NP,N! Q)
TIHD'F zTi>r • TMBO(NP.NO)
TIEMP aTIF.^P TIMOIF
CONTINUE
TA a T« * A
CTIEMP a CTJFMP TJFMP























































































































































REPAIR PARTS MANAGEMENT SIMULATION






(*'PFR/50 )»5o ) GD TO 910
.1070>N p ER.CRPFFM,CtiEFFM,r:RFrFW.C»EFFF,ARC.AN!JC.ATN':.ATPC l
H0.?<.l8.F9.5.F9.5.F9.5,F9.5,Fl0.2iF9.?,F9.?.F9.?,Fin.?)
>ERP£















J 1 i 1
J. 11 >









































































nF M * PSL * fx T « DF-fiFflR
rnsnFM , rlt * oemfor
Dl'FC
< DUFC * HuFR































































Xt Jil5> » AWS
XJJ.16) PRC
X ( J • 1 7 1 PNUC
x< Jil8) n PTS'C
X(J.19> « PTRC
x{ J,?0> PTC
X(J,?1> s PLT • PEMFOR
X( J,?2> a To°or> 1
X(J,?3> • PLT • DEMFOR
X<J,?4> DUfG
X(J,25J o nu* R








PTNC s C . 3





PRTM = C .0









PER * 0, r,
SURH C .0
3'JRQE O.fi
S U R D W V r\ , P
5'JSDM « o ,n
7!Ft-;r> , o.n








E V E f J T « TjME NcXT ma?% Sljoplv f- i N T DEMAND UPD*TE
conT iNoe
DEMFOR i <i,0-SMW7i« DcMFQp SiiWT* CUWDEM
CURUEM 0,0
AKODE * (*HonE CURDMS)/2.fl

































































TMSW<16) TIME * TNDUP
PSL TEMFOR »(TNRR / 30. 0>































































































































C A L E T ( N
1
CALET(M2













































4H»»* MAIN SUPPLY OATA »»»,/lX,
RIOD EFFFCT • CL'MULA EFFEC? • GMT. PERIOD • P
ON HAND • REPAIR RFTN * AV'i AGF t,f « SURVY •
OD * REQM •• UNITS * RFClN * UNJTS * BACKORD
FW • REPAIR • PERIOD * BACKORDERS •
no
Y(NP,1) ,Y(MP,2) t Y(WP,3) .Y(NP.4),Y(NP,5) , Y(NP
Y{NP,25)




<?h main supply Plot. /)
.100
MB __ _. . .
E) )•( (SCALET(M)"SCALEB(Mn/5n,05 SCALEB(M)









. ANO, Y( T Z
.
m » .GT.YLOW ) L(IP) SYM(M)
EQ.O) GO TO 1009
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S2 e SP2 • ALINE
WRITF(6,1010» Sj
F0RMATJ6X ,F9 ,3.6




WPlTK'i 101 4 >
FORMAT (21X.101H




, (L( IP) , IP * 1 ,101) , S?





































































E < 6 . 1 1






















, 10 H 6o , 10H7
3H1Q0/65Y,15H PFRI OPS / )
Al.EB(W3)
ALtP(V4 )
ET(NJ )- SCALF9(N3 ))/50,0
ET(N4 )- SCALFS(N4 ))/5o,o
6)
5«Xf?3H**« <5UB SUPPLY WF5T <'» f /lV,
* EFFECTIVENESS * PERIOD » ISSUES
VF.YS *./iy,
b PfcRlOO Cl'MiiLA * TF^anD * ON T*mt:
AND « , )
- Ill nO
7)NP.V(NP,9),V(NP,10),Y<MP»ll)»V{NP.i2
N P , 7 4 1
4,3X,F7.3,2v,F7..X,3v,F6.2.3*, f'7»2,4y.F
9)






5 X . F 6 , 2
1
3v







































































































1 1 J fi H
2* PIT
3 »./l
4 j 3 n H


















= CalfB( na ) > /5n .
n






PERIOD • PERIOD • CMMH|_A • DEMAND * ON TIME • RACKORDFR
*nE M AN'D».)





7< 3X, 14, 3X.F7.3,
sup supply east »»»,/ix.









































ion • SAr£ i
£
<• R r OPD PT •
C A !_ F B ( N 7 ) > / 5 . n
C A I E B ( N 8 p/5l,fi
REORDER PolNT PRESENTAT j ON • ••./MX,
'l » nAC-'ORDEF'i • PIT » * PROCURMT • RFPAJR
Dilfc * DUE * ON HAND * RFC • RFC
V • Flip MaIN t» DEKFOR • REHRD PT SAFE LEV
CONTRACT • RFPA'.P * MAIN »RFP A 1 R»CONTR A T
NF»i , inn













1 ) , Yf NP»5),XfNP.?l}.X(NP.3) .X(NP,4 ),X(NP,?3
NP,?5>. YJNP.7) . X(NP,26) ,X< NP. ?7>
5 X , F 7 . ? 4X,F6,2.3X,F7,2.4X S F7,2.2X,F9.2,2X I
3X.F7.2.3V.F5
, 1 , 3 x , F 6 , 2 )
REOPIjFR KOIN, ."ESENTATIOf *•*,/<!
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R m A T (
,2.2V



















(N9 )» SCALFBOJ9 ))/50.0






















































































SERVO AHP (Al ,A2i AH.A4)
- 300, OH (WEIGHT)
in.no (CuBE)
IMF(MEAN IN M0N1WS) 1?,0fl (TMUll)
IME(1 STD. DEV. IN MONTHS) 1.1)0 (5DU)
PRICE - ?00,flO (UNPRN1
TY LEvFL -"EmFor* ( TNRR/30 ) »AJP{PSL)






































( A'. Ain, AH
(A13.A14.A1
i A17. A18. Al
1STC DEV COST




n / ! < D 7 )
,on /(SDR)











R - , <) ( P )
ERCENT RFTURNEP FOR REPAIR
D PERCENT RETURNED FDR RF.^a
ercevt surviving repair - n.9n <aa-,
D PERCENT SURVIVING REPAIR - o.90 (A!
RFPA I R(PFr^CEf : ' OF COST OF NEW ITEM) -
E IN DAYS TO REPAIR - ',20.00 (SP10)
DARC DEVIATION IN REPAIR T|ME - 30.00
E/.nTIME'(M&AN IN REPAIR * T wus * TMII4S
AFF-TY LEVEL »DFMFOR« ( TNRR/30 ) • A J D ( PSL




?,0C0 MFaM Ti^E BF-.TWEEN DEMANTjS{TmU12)




f\V' Nfc'/f- TiVE BFTWEEN DEMANDS ( TMUl 3 )
l,OCiil 1 STD. I'tv. In 3»v: 3FT'.«'EEn DfcMANDS«SDl3)
1,00- MEAN TIME BETWEEN DEKANP,S{TMU14)
l.OC 1 STD. DEV. IN DAYS BETWEEN DEM ANPS ( SPl «
A«)
.Al?)










COST TO GROEfc - ?5.00 (ORDCT)
COST TO HOL35PERCENT OF DMT PR ICE )1"5 .non (W0C7PR)
DEMAND S CD THING wFJGHT •• 0.20 (5MWT)
REQUIREMENTS RFVIEW Ev'-r.r 30. DAYS(Tr-'RR)
PERIOD k"VIEv EVERY 10. DAYS(TNPR)
MAIN S.'?PL« rTMAND UPDATE? EVERY 30. Da YS < TND'JP >
SIMULATION P rc OHTjS EOR 1500. PER I
O
p c ( PPR )
THE L^ST 10: PL'MIOPS APE D ! ?>rL A >r-D CN PLOTS




SAMPLE OF TYPICAL OUTPUT

99
4i^t t ^c t C £ C IV C -m
ffdrt cttrrc
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